
CRAFTSMANSHIP.



Craftsmanship  
at every step.

It’s the nature of 
our business.
Welcome to Northern Michigan. 

Birthplace of some of the most 

remarkable timber in all of 

North America. Here, our logs 

are steeled by the winter winds 

that blow off the Great Lakes, 

subzero temperatures, seasonal 

rains and long, hot summers.

The timber is harvested in its 

prime. From a local Amish mill, 

we hand-select the best premium grades for our customers.

By its very nature, this wood is destined for great things.

The secret to our exceptional logs is the secret 
to exceptional wine: the drier, the better.

We’re not satisfied with the industry standard, so we dry and store 

the pines, cedars and aspens ourselves, ensuring the least amount of 

movement and shrinkage.

These logs have waited dozens of years to reach their destiny. By 

waiting just a little longer, they achieve the kind of perfection that 

makes all the difference.

“ As part of Woodhaven’s 

philosophy of preserving and 

protecting our natural  

resources for future genera-

tions, our suppliers adhere to 

the standards and guidelines 

set forth by the Sustainable 

Forestry Initiative.® From 

wood scraps to sawdust, we 

recycle all of the by-products 

from our milling process.  

We respect the wood, as well 

as our environment.”

Rick Bills  
Owner
WoodHaven Log & Lumber

For beauty inside  

and out, it starts with  

a belief from within.

It’s that simple. We respect the wood, and we don’t believe 

in waste. So we cut our log siding and paneling in easy-to-

use eight-foot lengths, tongue and groove on all four sides 

for smooth installation. End matching – along with our 

unique mixed-length bundles – creates a distinctive look 

and enhances the beauty of our product.

Some prefer a smooth surface. Others a rustic hand-hewn 

look. Whatever you choose, be assured that every piece of 

WoodHaven siding carries our signature trademark: ALL 

FOUR faces of the wood are exceptional.

A respect for our resources. 
A responsibility to our people.

woodhavenlog.com



Products to complete the exterior and/or interior :
 Decking.  Our 2x6 or 2x8 roof and loft decking is smooth and beveled on one side. If 

not being used as a structural element, our tongue and groove paneling provides the 
same great look.

 Log Trusses.  Decorative or structural, our log trusses and beams are a great way to top 
off any project. Pine poles are available from 4 to 16-inch diameter, green or kiln dried.

 Support Posts.  Our flared-bottom posts offer a unique touch to any porch or deck.

 Cedar Railing.  In addition to providing security, our cedar railing enhances the 
perimeter of any home.

 Log Siding.  Our most popular log siding style, the hewn half-log siding is perfect for 
those who want a full-log home without the full-log price. Available in 3x6, 3x8 & 3x10.

 “D” Trim.  With plenty of sizes, from 2x4 to 4x6 (and others, depending on your log 
siding and the look you want to achieve), our trims give a finished look to any window 
or door opening.

 Staggered Corner.  Completing the full-log look, our staggered corners are available 
in several styles, making them the perfect companion for all of our log siding.

 Inside Corner.  In addition to providing vertical definition, our inside corners make 
finishing the corner joint fast and simple.

 Corner Posts.  Our popular posts are a beautiful addition to your architecture. 
Available in 6-inch diameter for quarter-log siding & 8-inch diameter for half-log siding.
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Most customers come to us already knowing what 

they want. They’ve done their homework. They 

know about wood, and that makes our job both easier 

and harder.

It’s easier, because we can have a dialogue. We can 

talk about why – from a contractor’s perspective – an 

Your dream  
becomes our dream too. 

eight-foot log is easier to work with than a 16-foot 

log and looks just as good. We can talk about the 

various woods and end-matching and why we happen 

to think Northern Michigan timber is just a little bit 

better than anywhere else.

But it’s harder, because…well, we get involved with 

their project. And maybe we spend a little too much 

time talking and looking through samples, and most 

days don’t end at five.

But we don’t mind so much. There’s something about 

a couple who have bought a piece of land on a river 

and they want a log home. Their dream becomes our 

dream, too.

That’s a good feeling at the end of a long day.

Patrick & Gina Fox 
Antrim County, MI
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“ Our log cabin looks 

incredible. The hewn 

half-log siding used with 

the full log accessories 

has given us the charm of 

a traditional log cabin – 

at a fraction of the cost!

 Thanks again for the 

exceptional service you 

provided. It’s been a  

true pleasure doing 

business with you and 

your company.”



 Mantels.  Our log mantels are available in customized depths and distinctive profiles. 
Sure to warm up any environment even before you start the fire.

 Flooring.  Available in pine in 4, 6 & 8-inch widths, our flooring is tongue-and-
grooved on all four sides. We also have a complete selection of hardwood flooring, 
from the common to the exotic.

 Log Siding.  Our most affordable log siding solution, the quarter-log siding is 
available in 2x6 & 2x8, with either a smooth or hand-hewn look.

 “D” Trim.  With plenty of sizes, from 2x4 to 4x6, our trims give a finished look to any 
window or door opening.

 Corner Posts.  Our popular posts are a beautiful addition to your architecture.  
Available in 6-inch diameter for quarter-log siding & 8-inch diameter for half-log siding.

 Paneling.  Available in a wide variety of sizes and woods, our knotty-pine paneling  
is made with WoodHaven’s unique end-matching – the same feature found in our  
log siding products. Also available pre-finished from our mill.

 Rafters.  Available smooth or hewn in a variety of sizes, our rustic timbers not only 
look great, they are kiln dried to the same standards as our siding products.

 Trim.  Used for everything from window and door casing to baseboard molding  
our S4S (smooth four sides) adds a finished touch to any project. Available in  
1x4, 1x6 & in pine.
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We’ve discovered that if you turn a real craftsman loose 

with our products, it’s amazing what he can come up with.

These pictures are evidence. They tell our story. It’s a 

story told as far west as California and east up to Maine,  

as high as Denver and as low as the flatlands of Kansas. 

A thousand words.

Our wood is showing up on 

everything from homes to 

summer cottages to resorts, 

even to bowling alleys and 

gas stations.

That’s a feeling that words 

can’t describe.

After

Before

7“ Thanks for all the help 

you have given us with 

our Ausable River 

home. From the fireplace 

mantel and deck railing 

to the quarter-log siding, 

everything looks great. 

 It is nice working with 

a company that cares 

about their product and 

the job you’re working 

on. Thanks again.”

Mike & Jeanne Pollock  
Swanton, OH Products to complete the interior:
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E-Z Loc  
Siding System®

The warmth and beauty of a rustic log home can easily be achieved 

with the thoughtful and efficient design of WoodHaven Log & 

Lumber’s E-Z Loc Siding System.

By selecting WoodHaven’s 

unique system you will save 

time, virtually eliminate waste 

and reduce material costs. 

Our E-Z Loc Siding System 

does away with miter joints, 

face nailing and the need to 

place your joints on 16-inch or 

24-inch centers of conventional 

framing. Forget “measure twice 

to cut once” for proper fitting. 

No cuts are needed to start a 

row and one cut finishes a row.

Through a simple installation process, each piece of siding and 

paneling effortlessly locks together with the end-matched tongue & 

groove. Joints lock together becoming one solid piece. The product 

is then nailed through the tongue and into the studs allowing 

the joints to fall at random intervals. Fasteners are hidden by the 

overlapping groove, permitting the natural beauty of hand-hewn, 

non-repetitive, wood grain patterns to be the star.

Whether you’re a do-it-yourself homeowner or contractor, you’ll 

appreciate the ease of handling and time savings associated with our 

paneling and siding being produced in 8-foot and shorter lengths. 

With the E-Z Loc Siding System, ease of installation does not 

sacrifice excellence. Our strict quality control process ensures the 

best wood products in the industry. Each piece is meticulously 

inspected throughout the milling and drying process to ensure the 

highest quality finish and precise dimensions.

With WoodHaven Log & Lumber products, creating a distinctive, 

natural wood environment is easier than you think.

Where nature meets technology

woodhavenlog.com



While our pictures are pretty, and our descriptions sound 

good, when you hold our product in your hand, it speaks 

for itself. Seeing is believing – and we want to share it 

with you! When you request a sample kit, you’ll receive:

q Pricing information 

q An informational brochure 

q 2x6 and 2x8 quarter-log siding samples 

q 3x6, 3x8 and 3x10 half-log siding samples 

q 2x4, 3x4 and 4x4 half-log “D” trim samples 

q 2x6 loft decking sample 

q 1x4, 1x5, 1x6 and 1x8 knotty-pine  

paneling samples 

q End-matching samples

Easy to Get Your Hands On.  
Hard to Put Down.

Let’s talk about  
your project. 

One look and you’ll see that 

WoodHaven products are  

“true to the grain,” and the 

perfect building blocks for  

your dream home. We’re proud  

of our product – and want  

you to be too.

So we invite you to come for a 

visit, see the logs for yourself. 

It’s a good feeling to meet the 

people who buy our products.  

It reminds us just why we put  

so much care into what we do.  

Call us toll-free for samples or  

to schedule a visit to our mill.

Contact us at: 

888-988-PINE (7463) 

866-966-WOOD (9663) 

woodhavenlog.com

Distinctive Siding Options

Adirondack Siding
With our prefinished Adirondack siding, every plank can aspire 

higher than the classic outdoor easy chair. Now, those elegantly 

simple lines can easily lend that distinctive look to your home’s 

exterior. You can count on WoodHaven Log & Lumber for  

expertly crafted and dimensionally reliable siding, so it’s easy to  

feel good about your choice. And with the tongue and groove 

profile on all four edges, installing them is as easy as it gets.

FatBoy Log Siding™

This is lumber that’s pure muscle. FatBoy Log Siding™ is the  

beefiest log siding on the market, giving your home the look of 

massive logs at a fraction of the cost (and without harming  

old-growth trees). And you won’t have to wrestle these big guys;  

our EZ Loc Siding System is designed for simple, fast installation…

and a long life of sturdy natural beauty.

Barn Wood Siding
The charm of reclaimed, old barn wood just can’t be overstated.  

And now that look can be yours – without the long drives, nail  

holes and paying a king’s ransom. With our special process, wood 

accepts the stain like an old friend. And while the look is authentic 

barn siding, the performance is everything premium quality wood 

can offer. Our tongue-and-groove barn siding is end matched,  

so it goes up easily indoors or out.
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